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Korevaar has given a new proof for interior gradients estimates for solutions of 
prescribed mean curvature equations in [N. J. Korevaar, Proc. Sympos. Pure Math. 
45, Part 2 (1986)]. Interior gradient estimates for elliptic Weingarten equations are 
also obtained in [N. J. Korevaar, Ann. Inst. H. Poincart! 4.3 (1987) l-173. In this 
paper we apply the normal perturbation method introduced in [N. J. Korevaar, 
Proc. Sympos. Pure Math. 45, Part 2 (1986); N. J. Korevaar, Ann. Inst. H. Poincart! 
4.3 (1987), l-171 to generalize the result in [N. J. Korevaar, Ann. Inst. H. Poincari 
4.3 (1987), l-173 to more general fully nonlinear elliptic equations. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Interior gradient estimates have been obtained in [12] for solutions of 
elliptic Weingarten equations 
where I = (A,, . . . . A,,) is the vector of principle curvatures of the graph 
s,= (Z=U(X)}CR”+l, having downward normal v = (v’, . . . . v”+ ‘). We 
often write A= A( S,, P), v = v(S,, P) for P E S,. The prescribed function 
$(x, U, v) is assumed to be Cl, satisfying for some positive constant 
M $1, $03 
II/,20, WI <11/l? WI GM, $a+,. (1) 
In this paper we generalize the above result to more general fully non- 
linear elliptic equations. These types of equations were first studied by 
Caffarelli et al. (see [3-83 and [ 15, 143). 
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1. GRADIENT ESTIMATE FOR SOLUTIONS OF 
CERTAIN FULLY NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Suppose that f is smooth and defined in an open convex cone Tc R”, 
which is different from R”, with vertex at the origin, containing the positive 
cone {I E R” : each component li > 0} and satisfying the following in r: 
af 
,,'O Vi (2) 
f is a concave function. (3) 
r and fare assumed to be invariant under interchange of any two &, 
namely, they are symmetric in &, It follows that 
Suppose also that there exists c ,,, cl > 0, which depends on $,,, such that, 
for any 1 E r with f(n) 2 tiO, lid 0 
fAi2C0 c fA,,+Cl, i = 1, . . . . n, (4) 
j#i 
where fA, denotes af/aA,. 
f also satisfies: 
limi;ff(A)> -cc. 
lel- 
Let + satisfy (1) and 
lim f(l) < eO, vI,~ar. A- 20 ICI- 
Consider 
f@ 1, .**, &J = Ii/(x, 4 v). 
We state the main result of this paper: 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that f, t+b satisfy (l)-(6), UE C3(B,(0)), where 
B,(O)={XER”: lxl<l}, is a solution of (7) with A = A(&,, P) E r, u < 0 on 
B,(O), and u(0) = -u,,. Then there exists C= C(n, f, +,, M, t,bO, uO) such 
that lVu(O)l d C. 
Remark 1. All the hypotheses in Theorem 1 are satisfied by symmetric 
functions 
f(i)=( c 
i1-c -cik 
Ai,...I*)lik 
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with r the connected component of (1 E R”: C, < ._ < Ak 1, . . . A, > 0} 
containing (2 E R”: li > O}. 
For the proof of Remark 1, see [S] and the Appendix at the end. 
Because a dilation of R”+’ preserves the structure of our hypotheses, 
Theorem 1 actually yields a priori interior gradient boudns for balls of 
arbitrary radius. 
Let ~(x, z) be a continuous nonnegative function, smooth and with 
uniform C2 bound where it is positive. Let ~(x, u(x)) have compact 
support on S,. Perturb S, by displacing the point P = (x, u(x)) along the 
downward normal v = v(S,, P) an amount q(P). 
The resulting point P= (X, U) is 
%=x+&q(P) T T=Vu(x)(l+ IVU(X)~*)-~‘~ 
ii=u-E&T s= (1+ jVu(x)l2)-i’2. 
(8) 
For small E, the inverse function theorem implies that x is a smooth 
- - function of X when r] > 0. Thus for q > 0 (and E small), the points (x, U) 
describe the graph S, of a smooth function U. Subsequent calculations are 
only assumed to make sense for E sufficiently small. 
We state a few lemmas which have been provided in [12]. 
Let w represent a function w(x) whose graph in a fixed (x, z) coordinate 
system is S,. If A = (x0, w(xJ) E S,, then use the capital letter W to repre- 
sent the function that locally parameterizes S, above its tangent plane 
n(S,, A). That is, pick orthonormal coordinate vectors g,, . . . . g, for 71, let 
gH+ i be the upward normal to rt, and let A be the origin. Then for y = 
(Y’, . ..> y”), 1 yl small, require xi y’g’+ W(C, y’g,) g, + I to parameterize S, 
near A. We write W(y) for W(C, y’g,). 
LEMMA 1. Let e,, . . . . e,, e,, 1 be orthonormal coordinates of R” + I, with 
e,, 1 pointing in the positive z direction and e,, . . . . e, chosen so that 
e,, . . . . e,- , are perpendicular to Vw(x,), which is a nonnegative multiple of 
e,. Let gl, . . . . g, be corresponding coordinates in x(S,, A), 
gi = ei, l<i<n-1 
g,=se,+ITl en+, 
gn+l= -Te,+se,,,, 
where 
s= (1 + IVw(x,)]2)-“2, T = SVw(x,). 
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Then, letting subscripts refer to differentiation with respect to corresponding 
coordinates, we have (see Lemma 1 in [ 121) 
cw,,=( 
swy SW, 
s=wnj ) s3w,, . 
We call the matrix (W,) the tangential Hessian of S, at A. 
LEMMA 2. Let S, and S, be the solution surface and perturbed surface 
described earlier. Let P, v(S,,, P), U correspond to p, v(S,, P), 0 under the 
perturbation by E~V. Then 
v(P) = v(P) - &V,V + 0(&2), (9) 
where O(E*) are allowed, here and later, to depend on C’ norms of u and C* 
norms of nj (,, , ,,) . Given coordinates in rc(S,, P), there are corresponding 
coordinates in rc(S,, P) so that 
Oii=Uii-E(rlUi~U,j+?ii--rlyU,)+O(&*), 
where V,q in (9) is the tangential gradient, namely 
(10) 
VT? = V? - (9. v(S,, P)) w,, P) 
For the proof of Lemma 2, see Lemma 2 in [ 121. 
As pointed out in [12], u- ii=.sq ,/m+ O(e2). Since the pertur- 
bation function q(x, u(x)) has compact support on S, there exists y where 
u - U is maximized. Then y = X for some x. Continue to write P = (x, u(x)), 
P= (X, U(X)) and call (2, U(X)) = F. 
LEMMA 3. Let P, P, F be as above. Then because u-ii attains its maxi- 
mum at X, 
f(Jw,, m2fML m (11) 
Proof From (10) we see that ,I(S,, P) E r for E small. Since u - u is 
maximized at 2, by calculus we have at R that 
v(S,, P) = v(S,, F) (12) 
(&y(X)) 2 (u&f)). (13) 
From Lemma 1 this implies that 
O,(P) 2 (U,(P)). (14) 
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Therefore 
l-(4%, PI) 2 fu.(L a). 
We approximate both sides of (11) in terms of x and u. Since u satisfies 
Eq. (7) we have that 
f(4L p=)) = at v(L p’,, 
= $(P, v)+V$(P, v)(F-P, v(S,, F)-v)+ O(2), 
where v = v(S,, P). 
Using (1) we have that 
f(~(s,,P=))~ICI(P,v)-EM~-&EM IVql +o(&*). 
On the other hand 
(15) 
Let 0 be an orthogonal matrix such that V- (V,) = O’UO is a diagonal 
matrix. Let P= ( Vg) - O’DO. This corresponds to an orthogonal transfor- 
mation in the tangential coordinate system at P; call it {g,, . . . . g,}. From 
(10) we have, in the new coordinate system {g,, . . . . g,}, that 
where (I’,), (Vu), (vii) are Hessians corresponding to the coordinate system 
{g I, . . . . g,>. In the following we work in this coordinate system: 
f(W)) =fW)) 
= ftn( VI + 1 fA,(l( V)( vii- vii) + OtE2) 
=~(p,v)-ECfi.,(?V~+~ii-rl~Vii)+o(E2). 
I 
Combining (ll), (15) and (16) we have that 
~f~,~rl~~+~i~~VI~Vii~~M~Il+IV~I~+o~E~~ 
(16) 
(17) 
Notice that Vii = Ai and use (5), (7) and the concavity off: We have 
where C is some constant, 
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Therefore 
1 fA,(rlnf + Vii) G C + M(? + IV?1 ) + O(E)* (18) 
Let P be the projection of F to the tangent plane of S, at P; clearly 
JP - PI = &fj IVu(x)l + 0(&Z). (19) 
By calculation 
z&(O) = -&vi + 0(&Z) 
u,(O) = 0. 
Let 8=(< 1, . . . . l,) be the coordinate of P in the tangential coordinate 
system {g,, . . . . g,}. According to (12) we have 
z&(O) = Ui(<). 
Therefore 
ui(5)-“i(o)=C uij(“) cJj+ o(e2) 
-&vi= Viiti + O(&*), 
namely 
Let 
-&r/j = niti + O(E2). (20) 
v=hocp, h(q) = eKv - 1 
cp(x,z)=(z+224,(1-1x~*))+. 
Then we have in the region where q > 0: 
~i=h’~i, vii = h”q; + h’cpil 
O<cp<l, cp,=l 
‘Pzr=(Pir=O c ‘p;<84 
‘pii= -26#4). 
Since UE C3(8r), u < 0, r](x, u(x)) is continuous and has compact support 
on S,, inside B,(O) x (-co, 0). From (18) we have 
7 YA,(v’~ +h”qf) G M(v + lvr~l Ih’l)-C h’piif2, + O(E). (21) 
I 
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From (19) we have that 
151 = Jm = Erj IVu(x)l + O(E2). 
Let 
5i 
si=m7 i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
From (20) we’have that 
-&h’cpi = tini + 0(&Z). 
Multiply (23) by ti and sum over i. We have 
--Eh’ 151  ‘piPi=1 $li+ O(E~). 
I I 
Since cpz = 1, we have, when IVuJ is large, that 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Hence from (24) we have 
(26) 
which implies that at least one of the Ai’s satisfies 
Square (23), multiply it by f,, and then sum over i. We have 
The last inequality follows from (22). 
From (22) and (24) we see that 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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Using (25), (29), and Remark 1 we have 
h’ 
-5pqlvul - 
h’ xi qiOi 
? IV4 
= c Vfli + O(E) 
2 1 v:A,+O(&) 
1, d 0 
c h’ > $li - 
1w IV4 
+ O(E), 
I, < -h’/loon~ lVul 
namely 
Therefore, using (28), (4), and (30), we have 
1, i --h’/loon?J /Vul 
2 ( inf A, < -h’/loonq IVUJ f&u h’ > 1OOnij lVul 
X 
( 
c ~ :f llil 
> 
‘1* IW2 
1, < --h’/loon?j IVul 
(hf)* + OtE) 
From (21) and (2) we have 
7 h”fn,cpf < WeKq + KeKv) + CKeKv C fAi+ O(E), 
I 
namely 
K2 <CK+CKc fn,+O(E). 
I 
(30) 
(31) 
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If we choose K large enough we get a contradiction from (31). This 
implies that IVul is bounded by a constant which depends only on n, f, $ 1, 
M, $0, uo. 
APPENDIX: SOME PROPERTIES OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 
f(l)= 1 i, 4,>0, AER”, l<k<n. 
il< -c ik 
Let r be the connected component of {AE R”: j-(n) > 0} containing 
{AER”A,>O,..., A, > O}. We know from [S] that 
f&'Q f&,&* ’ 03 . ..Y f+.2,k-,'o' 
Vi 1, . . . . ik-, (distinct), VIE r. 
LEMMA A.l. Let 1 < k < n, 1 E l? Suppose that 
I, b ... >&a ... >A” 
Then 
A,>0 and f(J) 6 ( ) n 1, .‘.&. k 
Proof: 
1 
C Ail 
%,,,a ,..., a,,>0 
“‘ni~fi,,...&k(n) 
= 1 il,,..*il,. 
a,, > 0, . . . . ap > 0 
il< .-. <ik 
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Hence 1, > 0 and 
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f(A) < ( ) ; A,...&. 
LEMMA A.2. Suppose 1~ k < n, 1 E r, 112 AZ 2 . . . a 2,. Then 
f&2 ... affn, 
Proof: For I= 1, . . . . n - 1 
LEMMA A.3. Suppose 1 E r, 2 <k < n, and 
A,> ... aAn. 
Then for k<s<n, we have 
fA,> (4 -4) ... L 1- 4). 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma A.2 we have 
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THEOREM A.l. Let I)~ > 0 be any positive number, 2 <k < n. We have 
where AEI’, f(l)>tj,>O. 
Proof: We prove it by a contradiction argument. If not, along a 
sequence of {A} ( we still denote it as {A} ), we have 
14 -+ +a, f(n)a1(1cl>o> 
Cf&(n)<c< +a. 
Let A1 2 ... 22,. There are two cases: 
First Case: 1, > 0. In this case, we have 
It follows that 
(32) 
(33) 
Therefore I, as>0 for some positive number E. Hence we have 
f*"~~,...~,~,~~,&k-*--r +cc as 1111 + +co 
which is a contradiction. 
Second Case. There exists some s E {k + 1, . . . . n}, such that 
I,> ... a/l,> ... zA._,>02I,2 ‘.. 22,. 
From Lemma A. 1 we know that & > 0. It follows from Lemma A.3 that 
Notice that 2, < 0. We have 
/I l...niIn”lk-l--i<C, i = 1, . . . . k - 1, 
IAnlk--l < c. 
(35) 
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Clearly I, stays bounded. Therefore 1, + + co. From (34) we see that 
Thus we have 
k-l 
f(A)< 1 a1.e. ai I;l,lk-‘+ Ianlk+ a, . . . a, 
i=l 
which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA A.4. Suppose A E r, n > k 3 2, and 
a,2 ... >an. 
Then for I= 1, . . . . n we have 
ProojI fn, is a symmetric function of homogeneous k - 1 in 1,) . . . . il, _ i . 
The conclusion follows from Lemma A.l. 
THEOREM A.2. Suppose A E r, and 
a,> ..* 2:“. 
There exists some positive number 8, such that, for any As < 0, s E { 1, . . . . n}, 
we have 
ProoJ: According to Lemma A.1 s > k. If k = 1, it is trivial. Let us 
assume k 2 2. From Lemma A.3 we know that 
f&>~,.~‘&-,. 
Combining the above with Lemma A.4 we conclude the proof. 
TKE~REM A.3. Suppose that 1 E r, and 
112 ... >;1,20. 
505/90/1- I3 
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Then there exists c > 0, such that 
Proof: According to Lemma A.1 
f(A) < ( ) ; A,...&. 
On the other hand 
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